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Sender: Vadim Pozharskyi 
Date:  5/7/2014 7:46AM 
To: Devon Archer 
Re: Kazahstan visit/visa issue  
 
Dear Devon,  
following our previous communicaitons could you please update me 
on few points with regard to visit to Kazakhstan, that is being planed 
after meetings in Kiev.  
Dates, do you have an understanding as to the exact dates of travel? 
Counterparts: whom do we plan to meet, on what level, top 
management including politics only, or should we engage our 
geologists/experts with us also? 
Contents of the talks: what topics, directions of cooperation we are 
planning to discuss? 
If we are to talk about possible working with gaz fileds in 
Kazakhstant, it would be very helpfully to receive from Kazhah side 
any possible preliminary information on the gaz fields,areas,etc, that 
could be subject of talks, so that our geologgists/experts would 
prepare for our delegation to conduct productive negotiations.  
Have you got any news as to Nicolay’s visa issue? 
Best regards, Vadym 
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Sender: Devon Archer  
Date:  5/7/2014 16:03 
To: Vadim Pozharskyi 
Re: Kazahstan visit/visa issue  
 
Vadim, 
I will provide a full itinerary for KZ next week but the primary 
meeting is set with the Prime Minster of KZ, Masimof, on June 2nd.  
Everything will revolve around that meeting and the subject will be 
securing the highest quality proven reserve fields in KZ.  Additional 
concepts for cooperation will be discussed as well.  
Please provide some additional potential objectives from your side. 
Additionally, my 40th birthday party in Almaty on the 31st will be a 
focus. 
Tentatively, we are looking at arriving Kiev early evening the 28th and 
departing Kiev after dinner the 30th or early morning the 31st. Speding 
Sunday in Almaty and then meetings in Astana Monday and Tuesday.  
There is a preliminary plan from there for me and Alex to travel to 
Beijing from Astana.  If we are able to coordinate CNOOC 
cooperation meetings in that time frame we would be hopeful you and 
Nicolay can join us as well. We would plan to depart Beijing if those 
meetings make sense June 5th or 6th for our respective homes.  
I’ll follow up on Vadim’s visa today.  
Best,  
Archer 
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Sender: Vadim Pozharskyi 
Date:  5/8/2014 4:24AM 
To: Devon Archer 
Re: Kazahstan visit/visa issue  
 
Dear Devon,  
Thank you for your feedback. 
Will discuss with colleagues and get back to you on this.  
Best regards, Vadym 
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邮件人物介绍 

1. Vadim Pozharskyi:   
布利斯玛股份董事会顾问、国际合作和战略发展部部长、乌克兰天然

气生产商协会理事会主席. 
Vadym Pozharskyi: Advisor to the Management Board, Director for 
International Cooperation and Strategic Development of Burisma Group, 
Chairman of the Board of the Association of Gas Producers of Ukraine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Devon Archer:  
(' Rosemont Seneca Partners, LLC��%���������!	�
$��"�����������
* ������)����!

	�$������#�&������)� 
A partner with Hunter Biden and Christopher Heinz in the firm Rosemont 
Seneca Partners, LLC. Hunter Biden is the son of former Vice President Joe 
Biden and Christopher Heinz is the stepson of former U.S. Secretary of State 
John Kerry. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3 .公司： 

3.1 CNOOC 中国海洋石油总公司  https://www.cnooc.com.cn/  
3.2 Burisma 布利斯玛股份公司 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burisma  


